
 
Using the chart, since our mantel extends 5.5" (which is less than 8), 
we see that we must take our TV height of 30" and add 5", giving us  
a total of 35". Since 35" is less than 49.5", we know MantelMount  
will fit in our space.

Thank you for purchasing a MantelMount!
Please read these very helpful tips before installation.

Click here to watch our video on these Top 6 Install Tips! 

TIP #1 Measuring your Wall Space for MantelMount

To ensure MantelMount will fit in your designated space,  
take three measurements, then do some easy addition. 
1) Mantel depth (the distance that the mantel extends from the 
wall; it is this distance that determines vertical positioning.) 
2) Distance between the mantel and the ceiling 
3) Height of TV (from top to bottom) 

Example: Mantel Depth = 5.5"     
 TV Height = 30"
 Distance Between Mantel & Ceiling = 49.5"

STEP E OF THE INSTALLATION MANUAL 

If your mantel extends The required vertical space is 

less than 8" TV height plus 5" 

      8" – 10" TV height plus 6"

    10" – 12" TV height plus 7"

TIP #2 Verifying Your TV Size Fits MantelMount

For the MM340 and MM540, your TV needs to weigh between 
20 and 90 pounds; for the MM700, your TV needs to weigh 
between 30 – 115 pounds; for the M750, 30 – 125 pounds.

TIP #3 Attaching a Soundbar to MantelMount

We include a soundbar attachment with the MM540, MM700 
and MM750. Max width of soundbar for the M540 is 28.5".  
Max width of a sound bar for the MM700 and MM750 is 31.5".

TIP #5 Centering MantelMount with Off-center Studs

First, center the lifting arm in your desired space (or above your 
mantel). Mark this spot on the wall. 
Next, find your studs. The wall plate can move left or right in 
order to reach the studs, but the lifting arm can sit anywhere 
inside that wall plate. It’s OK if the wall plate is not centered.
You must attach the lifting arm to the wall plate before your 
mount the wall plate to the wall.

TIP #6 Mounting MantelMount on Stone or Brick

You will need to replace our lag bolts with concrete anchors 
of the same size. Concrete anchors can be purchased at 
any hardware store. Bring our lag bolts into the store for size 
reference. If you have ANY questions, contact our support team 
for further guidance. We’re always happy to help!

TIP #4 Adjust the MantelMount Tension

To get your TV to stop at various places along the route 
of travel, you need to increase/decrease the tension by 
adjusting the tension bolt.
For the MM340 and MM540, please reference Step 31 in the 
Installation Manual; for the MM700, reference Step 35; for the 
MM750, reference Step 16.
To increase tension (if your TV is heavier), turn the tension bolt 
clockwise (you will see the gas springs move downward); to 
decrease tension (if your TV is lighter), turn the tension bolt 
counter clockwise (you’ll see the springs travel upward). 
NOTE: It may require MANY revolutions before you begin to see 
a change in tension.  

MantelMount Customer Support
1-800-897-9755 ext. 1
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oENLF2fb9EE

